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Leaders in agricultural research institutions in many developing countries want to publish English-language annual reports. They have few editorial and financial resources. Few have ( 1) analyzed their reasons for reporting, (2) set priorities among audiences, or (3) considered a design that would seive the audience ( s ) . This paper proposes three main audiences for such reports: heads of agencies that use agricultural research findings, agricultural scientists, and some persons interested in agricultural science ( but not scientists). An audience-friendly approach is su gg ested for the design and p reparation of annual reports that can be more useful than those written in the usual scientific-report form. 
About the Audlence(s)
The first problem in advising on annual report style is that the sponsorusuallywants a single report to serve several audiences and pur poses. The wish is understandable. But such a report seldom fits inter ests of more than one audience. Their reading habits probably justify another assumption: They skip most items that deal with de sign of expertments and scientific details. Some will pursue data on some expertments, but on a selec tive, personal-choice basis.
Some such persons expect subordinates to screen matertal and to select for them; then to read and summarize the selected items. These Mreaders" are often weak on technical and scientific matters. (Our presumption here is that people in the research system are better able to screen and summarize research reports than are subordinates of people in their target audience.) Second-order audiences include working researchers and persons who are simply interested in what scientists are doing. One is an audi ence of scientists, the other is a general-interest audience.
Take first the general-interest audience, which may include mus media writers, university faculty, politicians, civil aervanta, and others.
Reading behaviors of this audi ence (actually several audiences) probably resembles those of the ad ministrator audience. The format that suits an administrator audience should serve this one as well. For many of the same reasons of time and the way they follow their inter ests while reading. They tend to be consummatory readers, as Jim Grunig descrtbed in a paper to a research-wrtters conference in 1979. When their interest flags, they move on to something else. Some in this group (perhaps university faculty) may read like sci entists. Those few can be served in the way we'll suggest to serve researcher audiences.
Active researchers in fields of agricultural science and related sciences.
These people, as part of their work, must read in and about their field of interest. They are accustomed to reading scientific articles in a typical form, such as Robert Day's IMRAD (introduction, methods and matertals, results and discussion). They need to know these details to judge for themselves the validity and perhaps reliability of the work.
The IMRAD form that thrtlls these readers tends, unfortunately, to bore non-scientist audiences. The publication that serves the research
